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ABSTRACT

ability to have multiple transmitters simultaneously forward a packet
to a receiver can harness both frequency diversity and power gains.
Specifically, 802.11 channels span a relatively wide bandwidth (20–
40 MHz), where different senders experience deep fading in different
frequencies. Enabling multiple transmitters to simultaneously forward a packet to a receiver ensures that no frequency is deeply faded
at the receiver, and reduces the overall bit error rate for a particular
transmission power. Second, simultaneously forwarding a packet
enables senders to combine their transmission power and thereby
deliver a higher SNR to the receiver, as compared to a single sender.1
Despite the benefits of simultaneous forwarding from multiple
transmitters, existing approaches for sender diversity in 802.11 networks restrict themselves to only one sender transmitting at a time,
using mechanisms like picking the sender with the best channel [26].
This is in sharp contrast to receiver diversity where many practical systems like ExOR, MORE, SOAR, SOFT, and MIXIT [4, 5, 31, 44, 19]
leverage simultaneous reception across multiple receivers.
Simultaneous transmission from multiple senders has challenged
802.11 for three main reasons.

Diversity is an intrinsic property of wireless networks. Recent years
have witnessed the emergence of many distributed protocols like
ExOR, MORE, SOAR, SOFT, and MIXIT that exploit receiver diversity in 802.11-like networks. In contrast, the dual of receiver diversity,
sender diversity, has remained largely elusive to such networks.
This paper presents SourceSync, a distributed architecture for harnessing sender diversity. SourceSync enables concurrent senders
to synchronize their transmissions to symbol boundaries, and cooperate to forward packets at higher data rates than they could
have achieved by transmitting separately. The paper shows that
SourceSync improves the performance of opportunistic routing protocols. Specifically, SourceSync allows all nodes that overhear a packet
in a wireless mesh to simultaneously transmit it to their nexthops, in
contrast to existing opportunistic routing protocols that are forced to
pick a single forwarder from among the overhearing nodes. Such simultaneous transmission reduces bit errors and improves throughput.
The paper also shows that SourceSync increases the throughput of
802.11 last hop diversity protocols by allowing multiple APs to transmit simultaneously to a client, thereby harnessing sender diversity.
We have implemented SourceSync on the FPGA of an 802.11-like
radio platform. We have also evaluated our system in an indoor
wireless testbed, empirically showing its benefits.

• First, senders need to be synchronized to the symbol level in order
that their signals combine on the medium in a manner that reduces
the overall packet error rate. Such fine-grained transmitter synchronization is difficult to achieve in a distributed manner, as has been
observed by past research [9, 18, 13, 30]. The difficulty arises
because the different transmitters need to time their transmissions
so that they are synchronized accurately (to within tens of ns) [9]
at the receiver. In the absence of a shared clock or a central controller, the only mechanism for synchronization is for senders to
use packet reception as a reference. However, such a mechanism
requires transmitters to compensate for differences in propagation
delays, and hardware turnaround times from reception to transmission. These measurements are challenging because a node does
not detect packet reception at the exact instant when the signal
arrives at its antenna, but rather incurs a random delay depending
on the noise in the environment and the receiver hardware. This
variability is usually on the order of hundreds of ns [42], which is
too high for accurate symbol-level synchronization.
• Second, the received signal is a combination of signals from multiple senders. Each of these signals has traversed a different path,
and has hence experienced a different channel. One might think
that the receiver could compensate for the channel distortion of
the composite signal in the same manner as it would compensate
for the channel distortion of a signal from a single sender. Unfortunately, this approach does not work since the composite channel
has fundamentally different characteristics from single senderreceiver channels. Specifically, unlike single sender-receiver channels, which have a constant attenuation throughout a packet, the
attenuation of the composite channel varies even within a single
packet. This is because the oscillators of different senders naturally
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Introduction

Diversity across nodes is an intrinsic property of wireless networks.
The wireless environment exhibits both receiver diversity and sender
diversity. Receiver diversity is the property that a single transmitted
packet traverses different channels to different receivers, and hence
is unlikely to suffer fading at all receivers at the same time. Sender
diversity, on the other hand, is the property that a packet transmitted
simultaneously from multiple senders traverses different channels
to the same receiver, and hence is unlikely to suffer fading from all
senders at the same time. In the context of 802.11 networks, the
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The FCC limits the maximum transmission power of a single sender, and combining
transmissions therefore increases the maximum received power.
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have slightly different operating frequencies, and hence the signals
from different senders continuously rotate relative to each other.
• Finally, transmitted signals are complex numbers which have
phases. Unless these signals are carefully orchestrated at the
senders, they can add up constructively, enhancing each other,
or destructively, weakening each other.
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This paper introduces SourceSync, a practical architecture for
harnessing sender diversity. SourceSync is designed for OFDM,
which is the transmission scheme for most modern wireless networks,
including 802.11 a/g/n, WiMax, LTE etc. SourceSync has three
components that harness sender diversity in a distributed manner:
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(a) First-hop receiver diversity
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(b) Second hop sender diversity

Figure 1:
Opportunistic routing with sender diversity.
SourceSync enables multiple forwarders to transmit jointly to the
destination.

Symbol Level Synchronizer (SLS). SourceSync has a distributed
synchronization algorithm that leverages packet reception as a time
reference, computes robust estimates of the propagation delays from
all senders to the receiver, as well as hardware turnaround times at
each of the senders, and compensates for these delays at the senders
prior to transmission, in order to ensure that the packets arrive synchronized at symbol boundaries at the receiver. The key feature that
allows SourceSync to achieve tight synchronization is that it can
prevent the inherent variability in packet detection from inducing
variability in its propagation delay and turnaround time estimates.
SourceSync has a mechanism that allows it to accurately measure
the delay between the first sample of a packet and when the receiver
detects that packet, and account for the delay when computing its
estimates. Further, SourceSync can leverage data packets to track
changes in propagation delay over time, and hence keep senders
synchronized without the need for active measurements.
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Figure 2: Last-hop with sender diversity. SourceSync enables
multiple APs to transmit jointly on the downlink.
and MIXIT therefore allow any downstream node that receives a
packet to forward it to the destination. However, none of these
schemes take advantage of the analogous opportunity of sender diversity presented by the fact that multiple nodes often receive the same
packet. SourceSync complements the opportunistic receptions exploited by current protocols with opportunistic synchronous transmissions by multiple forwarders. Specifically, since multiple forwarders
are likely to receive a packet, they can transmit it simultaneously as
shown in Fig. 1(b). This provides two types of gains. First, since
different forwarders experience fades in different frequencies [30],
joint transmission reduces the likelihood that a frequency experiences
a deep fade at the receiver, and hence decreases the overall bit error
rate. Second, since joint transmission allows forwarders to combine
their power, it improves the receiver SNR, and thereby its bit rate.

Joint Channel Estimator (JCE). A SourceSync receiver decodes
the combined signal from multiple synchronized senders. However,
SourceSync differs from prior schemes, where transmitted signals
interfere, and hence decoding the signals either requires multiple
transmissions from each sender, as in ZigZag [13], or a large difference in power (or code rate) between them, as in Successive Interference Cancellation [14, 40]. In contrast, SourceSync does not need
to treat senders as interfering, and can decode a single simultaneous
transmission from multiple senders, even when they have comparable
powers. It estimates the individual channels from each sender, computes how they interact to create the composite channel, and tracks
the variations of the composite channel through the combined packet.
Smart Combiner (SC). Since signals from multiple senders rotate
continuously relative to each other, naively transmitting the same
packet from all senders will cause the signals to combine destructively at some points within the packet. Therefore, senders need to
have a joint strategy for manipulating the phase of the signal prior to
transmission to ensure that their transmitted codewords do not combine destructively. SourceSync leverages the rich body of research
on space-time block codes [39, 2, 16], which are typically used in
MIMO systems to control how signals from different antennas on a
single transmit node combine at a receiver. In contrast to MIMO systems, however, SourceSync uses these codes in a distributed manner
across multiple transmit nodes.
We use SourceSync to develop the following two protocols.

1.1

1

1.2

Combining Sender Diversity with Last-hop Receiver
Diversity

Protocols like MRD, SOFT and Link-Alike [25, 44, 17] all exploit
different aspects of the same concept: last-hop diversity. Consider,
for example, a sender that has poor connectivity to multiple nearby
APs. A transmitted packet is unlikely to reach any specified AP, but
is likely to be received by at least one AP. All the above protocols
exploit this receiver diversity by allowing APs to combine received
bits or packets over the wired network, and hence can increase uplink
reliability without any retransmissions, as shown in Fig. 2(a). However, none of these schemes can similarly address a lossy downlink
without expending medium time on retransmissions. SourceSync
complements all these protocols by harnessing sender diversity to
increase downlink reliability without any retransmissions, analogous
to existing receiver diversity mechanisms on the uplink. Specifically,
instead of requiring that a client receive packets from only one AP
at a time, in SourceSync, multiple neighboring APs can transmit
simultaneously to the client as in Fig. 2(b), and increase throughput.

Combining Sender Diversity with Opportunistic
Routing

Opportunistic routing protocols leverage receiver diversity; they exploit the fact that since wireless receptions are probabilistic, it is
unlikely that all nodes closer to the destination are unable to receive
a packet, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Protocols like ExOR, MORE, SOAR,
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1.3

Results

time, using mechanisms like picking the sender with the best channel [26], which can neither exploit frequency diversity across senders,
nor the power gain from combining multiple senders. Concurrent
with our work, Zhang et al. [45] have demonstrated an implementation of cooperative diversity with nodes connected to a single shared
clock. In contrast, our approach requires no shared clocks and applies
to practical wireless networks, and also demonstrates the synergy of
sender diversity with opportunistic routing.
Additionally, there has been recent work on systems that exploit
concurrent transmissions from multiple senders, but cannot provide
any sender diversity gains since they do not synchronize transmissions
at the symbol level. These include systems like SMACK [9] for group
acknowledgments, Message-in-Message [23] for exposed terminals,
interference cancellation [14] and ZigZag [13] for hidden terminals,
and ANC [18] for network coding.
Finally, SourceSync builds on past work on space-time block
codes. These codes are used by different antennas on a single MIMO
transmitter and do not extend to different transmitters due to lack
of synchronization [39, 1, 2, 16], or because of oscillator frequency
offsets [22]. SourceSync addresses synchronization and oscillator
offset issues, showing that these codes can be implemented in a
distributed manner to collect the gains of sender diversity in practice.

We implemented SourceSync on the FPGA of the WiGLAN radio
platform [10]. We also implemented proofs of concept of both lasthop diversity, and opportunistic routing with sender diversity. Results
from an indoor wireless testbed reveal the following:
• SourceSync’s symbol level synchronization is accurate. Testbed
evaluations show that two randomly chosen transmitters using
SourceSync have a 95th percentile synchronization error of at
most 20 ns across the range of operational SNRs of 802.11.
• SourceSync increases the gains of opportunistic routing by exploiting sender diversity. Evaluating across multiple deployments with
different bitrates and link loss rates, we show that the combination
of SourceSync and ExOR achieves a median throughput gain of up
to 45% over ExOR alone, and up to 2× over single-path routing.
• SourceSync is effective in harnessing last-hop sender diversity.
Specifically, by having two APs transmit simultaneously to a client,
SourceSync provides a median throughput gain of 57%. This is
because the higher power resulting from simultaneous transmission
from APs allows the combined transmission to use a higher 802.11
rate than a transmission by either AP alone.

1.4

Contributions

3

SourceSync Overview

This paper makes the following contributions:
SourceSync enables multiple senders to concurrently forward a
packet to one or more receivers in order to collect diversity and power
gains. It does so via a fully distributed joint PHY-MAC architecture.

• It demonstrates via a design, implementation and testbed evaluation the practicality and benefits of simultaneous transmission in
802.11 networks.
• It presents a distributed algorithm for symbol level synchronization
and an empirical study of its accuracy.
• It reveals the synergy between opportunistic routing and sender
diversity by showing that opportunistic receptions can be further
used to enable concurrent forwarding to downstream nodes.

2

(a) MAC: Medium access for concurrent transmissions is done by
one of the senders, which we call the lead sender. Any node in the
network can be a lead sender for a transmission. The lead sender accesses the medium via carrier sense, just as in 802.11. When the lead
sender acquires the medium, it transmits a synchronization header.
Other nodes that hear the synchronization header, and have the packet
being transmitted, can then join the lead sender’s transmission.

Related Work

(b) PHY: The PHY layer ensures that concurrent transmissions are
decodable at their intended receiver(s). It does so using three components: (a) a Symbol Level Synchronizer that ensures that transmissions from multiple nodes are synchronized, and can be decoded
jointly at the receiver, (b) a Joint Channel Estimator which estimates
the composite channel from the concurrent senders, and compensates for the resulting distortions, and (c) a Smart Combiner that
encodes the concurrent transmissions to ensure that they combine on
the channel in a manner that reduces the error rate at the receiver.

Sender diversity was pioneered by Laneman and Wornell’s work on
cooperative diversity, which theoretically demonstrated the gains of
spatially diverse senders cooperating to relay information [21, 32].
Since then, many papers have analyzed aspects of sender spatial diversity focusing on signal processing and coding algorithms at the
relays [35, 20, 33]. These papers focus on theoretical gains, ignore
practical issues such as transmitter synchronization and oscillator
offsets, and do not present a practical working system. Cellular networks today attempt to exploit sender diversity using Distributed
Antenna Systems (DAS) [6]. DAS do not allow separate transmitters
to send simultaneously; rather, they consist of a single transmitter
with geographically distributed antennas connected using long, low
attenuation cables. These systems are expensive and inflexible [7],
and hence there is increasing interest in exploiting simultaneous
transmissions from multiple senders in future cellular networks. The
most recent WiMax multihop relay standard [38] includes simultaneous transmissions from multiple relays as an optional feature, and
cooperative relays are also being considered for the future 3GPP
LTE-Advanced standards [36]. However, there is no published work
currently demonstrating a practical design and implementation of
simultaneous transmissions for cellular systems, and further these systems operate under different constraints as they have the benefit of a
centralized scheduler and a shared GPS clocking mechanism. 802.11
networks have also shown interest in exploiting sender diversity; however they still restrict themselves to only one sender transmitting at a

The next few sections describe the PHY in detail. The MAC is a
simple extension of 802.11 carrier sense, and is described in the
specific context of WLANs (§7.1) and opportunistic routing (§7.2).

4
4.1

Symbol Level Synchronization
Why do we synchronize transmitters?

To understand why one needs to synchronize, let us start by explaining
what happens with a single sender-receiver pair. When a sender
transmits to a receiver, the wireless signal bounces off walls, obstacles
etc. and traverses multiple paths to the receiver. This phenomenon,
known as the multipath effect, is a common distortion in wireless
channels such as 802.11. As a result of the multipath effect, different
copies of the same signal arrive at the receiver delayed with respect to
each other. This means that the energy from one symbol bleeds into
the next symbol, and corrupts its signal as shown in Fig. 3. Because
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Figure 3: FFT windows at a receiver for a single transmitter.
Any FFT window within the slack is valid. Any other FFT window
would include energy from the previous symbol and hence is invalid.
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Figure 5: Unwrapped channel phase of OFDM subcarriers in a
flat fading channel. The slope is a function of the detection delay.
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ronments based on the network diameter, the hardware processing
times can be significantly different across senders. In fact, 802.11
standards [37, 11, 27] impose only very loose bounds on hardware
turnaround times (10 µs in 802.11 a/g/n), and these are far longer
than the 802.11 OFDM symbol time (4 µs). The second problem
with increasing the CP is that the CP is overhead that is incurred for
every OFDM symbol. Hence, the general trend has been to decrease
the CP (for example, 802.11n negotiates down the CP if the network
topology permits it [27]). Thus, even if one can exactly determine the
required increase in the CP, such an approach will increase overhead
and may significantly reduce, or even negate, the gains.
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(a) A valid FFT window for aligned transmitters.
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(b) No valid FFT for these misaligned transmitters.
Figure 4: FFT windows at a receiver for two transmitters. In
order to decode both transmissions, the symbols from the transmitters
must arrive at the receiver aligned within the slack of the CP.

4.2

of this effect, OFDM symbols typically have a guard interval between
them, called the cyclic prefix (CP). In a typical network, the value
of the CP is chosen to be as small as possible while still accounting
for the maximum multipath delay spread of the network, i.e., the
maximum delay difference between delayed copies of the signal.
OFDM data is encoded in the frequency domain. An OFDM receiver, in order to decode, converts the received symbol to a frequency
representation by taking an FFT of the symbol. In order to do so
while ensuring that the symbol is not corrupted by multipath noise
from the previous symbol, the receiver should skip the samples in the
CP, and take the FFT of the remaining samples.2 In a typical network,
the CP has a small amount of slack to allow for packet detection
errors [42]. This means that the receiver has a corresponding amount
of slack in the choice of where to align the receiver FFT window
in a symbol. Thus, as shown in Fig. 3, any FFT window within the
slack is valid. Any other FFT window would include energy from the
previous symbol and hence lead to erroneous results.
Now, consider two senders transmitting the same symbol to a
receiver. If the copies of this symbol from the two transmitters arrive
at the receiver aligned within the existing slack of the CP, the receiver
can take the FFT as before while still receiving energy only from this
symbol, as shown in Fig. 4(a). If not, as before, any FFT window
that the sender uses would include energy from the previous symbol,
as shown in Fig. 4(b), and hence would yield incorrect results.
Of course, it is possible to increase tolerance to misalignment and
provide more slack by increasing the CP. This approach, however,
is problematic for two reasons. First, without sender synchronization, as in existing 802.11 networks, the amount of misalignment
between senders can take any value depending on the differences
in propagation delays and hardware processing times on different
senders. While propagation delays may be bounded in certain envi-

Delay Measurements for Accurate Synchronization

At a high level, our synchronization algorithm is simple. One of the
senders, called the lead sender, acquires the medium and transmits
the packet. Upon hearing this signal, other nodes, which we refer to
as co-senders, join the transmission. The choice of lead sender for a
transmission depends on context and is explained in §7.
The key, however, is that transmissions from the lead sender and cosenders arrive aligned at the receiver. The challenge is that co-senders
need to accumulate several samples before detecting the lead sender’s
transmission, and hence do not detect the transmission at the first
sample. Further, different co-senders may take different times to turn
around from receiving the lead sender’s transmission to transmitting
with the lead sender. Finally, signals from different senders traverse
different paths and therefore incur different propagation delays. The
co-senders therefore need to measure these different delays, and
compensate for them to ensure synchronization at the receiver. In
this section, we focus on how to accurately measure the delays, and
describe how we compensate for the delays in the next section.
(a) Packet Detection Delay: This is the offset between the arrival of
the first sample of the packet at a node, and the instant at which the
receiver detects the packet. Estimating packet detection delay is a
challenging task as it varies from packet to packet, and depends on
the SNR, as well as the multipath characteristics of the channel.
SourceSync exploits a fundamental property of FFTs; a delay in
the time domain manifests itself as a phase shift in the frequency
domain [29]. To understand how we can leverage this property, let
us look at the channel of an OFDM packet whose arrival the receiver
detected at a few samples away from the first sample. For clarity, we
discuss the case of a flat fading channel. The channel is a complex
number, and we will focus on the phase of the channel in each OFDM
subcarrier since that is the quantity affected by shifts in time. The
dotted curve in Fig. 5 shows the receiver channel phases per subcarrier.
As can be seen from the figure, the phases increase by a fixed slope.
If we artificially induce an additional delay offset and process the

2
Since the CP is a cyclic permutation of the symbol, and since FFT is periodic, the
FFT yields correct results as long as it is within the symbol.
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packet as if it were detected ∆ samples after its actual detection time,
the dotted slope of the graph changes to the solid slope as shown in
Fig. 5. Thus, a delay offset in packet detection has introduced a shift
in the phase of each OFDM subcarrier proportional to the index of
that subcarrier.

DelayProbe→Response

In fact, one can show as a direct consequence of the definition of
the FFT [29] that the change in phase of subcarrier i is 2πi∆
Ns , where
Ns is the number of samples in a symbol. Hence, in the graph in
Fig. 5, the induced offset ∆ introduces an additional slope of 3

ζ=

2π∆
Ns

=

Probe Propagation Delay from Tx to Rx

+
+

Probe Packet Detection Delay at Rx
Hardware Turnaround Time at Rx

+

Response Propagation Delay from Rx to Tx

+

Response Packet Detection Delay at Tx

(2)

Both sender and receiver can estimate their packet detection delays for the probe and response packets, as well as their hardware
turnaround delays as described above. The receiver includes its delay
values in the response packet. The transmitter knows the total round
trip delay and its own packet detection delay, and can substitute these
delays, as well as the delays in the receiver response packet in Eq. 2
to obtain the two-way propagation delays. The one-way propagation
delay is computed as half the two-way propagation delay.

(1)

Now, what would the phase slope be if the receiver detects the
packet exactly at the first sample? In the case of a flat fading channel
(i.e. coherence bandwidth larger than channel bandwidth), the different OFDM subcarriers will experience similar channels. Hence, the
phase of the subcarriers at different channels will be constant, and
the slope will be zero. On the other hand, if the coherence bandwidth
is very small, then the different OFDM subcarriers will experience
uncorrelated channels. Since the phases of these channels are equally
likely to be positive or negative, the slope will be close to zero in this
case too. So, how about the intermediate case where the coherence
bandwidth is neither too large nor too small? We can treat this case
similar to the flat fading case by computing the slope over a small
window of consecutive subcarriers that spans a width smaller than the
coherence bandwidth, and averaging over several such windows. In
fact, we do not need to differentiate between the cases; the solution
proposed for intermediate channels works for the other cases too.
Hence, in SourceSync, we compute the slope over windows of consecutive OFDM subcarriers that span 3 MHz, which is less than the
coherence bandwidth of indoor channels [12], and average multiple
such windows to estimate the overall slope. Since the slope should be
zero in the absence of detection delay, we can substitute the average
slope as ζ in Eq. 1, and compute the detection delay offset, ∆.

4.3

Compensating for Different Delays

SourceSync uses its measured delays to estimate how long co-senders
must wait to ensure that their transmissions arrive synchronized with
the lead sender’s transmission at the receiver. At a high level, the lead
sender initiates transmission by sending a synchronization header.
The co-senders hear the synchronization header, switch from reception to transmission, and then begin transmitting their data.
Let di be the one-way propagation delay from the lead sender to
co-sender i, hi the hardware turnaround delay of co-sender i, and
∆i the detection delay for the synchronization header at co-sender
i. Co-sender i will not be ready to transmit until after a delay of
di +∆i +hi . Hence, the lead sender cannot transmit data immediately
after the synchronization header, but has to wait for all co-senders
to be ready for data transmission. What is the least time necessary
to ensure that all co-senders are ready? The 802.11 specification
requires that a node should be able to transmit a response within a
SIFS after another node transmits a packet to it [37, 11, 27]. Hence,
it is sufficient that the lead sender waits for a SIFS (10 µs in 802.11
g/n) after the synchronization header. We will refer to this time, when
all co-senders are ready to transmit, as the global time reference.
Since co-sender i is ready to transmit di + ∆i + hi units after the
synchronization header, it therefore needs to wait an additional time
of SIFS −(di +∆i +hi ) to align itself with the global time reference.
Co-senders however should not begin transmission exactly at the
global time reference, since different senders have different propagation delays to the receiver. Specifically, if the co-sender is further
away from the receiver than the lead sender, it needs to transmit
earlier than the global time reference, and if it is closer to the receiver,
it needs to transmit after the global time reference. Exactly how
much before or after depends on the one-way propagation delays. Let
T0 be the one-way delay from the lead sender to the receiver, and
let ti be the one-way delay from co-sender i to the receiver. Then,
co-sender i simply waits for a time of wi = T0 − ti relative to the
global time reference to determine when it should transmit.
The above algorithm requires the co-senders to know the propagation delay from the lead sender to themselves, and the propagation
delay from themselves and the lead sender to the receiver. SourceSync
computes these delays by having nodes exchange periodic probes.
The packet detection delay and hardware turnaround delays are both
computed and compensated for locally at co-senders.

(b) Hardware Turnaround Delay: The turnaround delay is the time
required for a co-sender to switch from reception of the lead sender’s
transmission to transmission of its concurrent signal. This time is
dependent both on the speed of the baseband pipeline and the switching time of the radio frontend from reception to transmission. The
turnaround time is constant for a particular node and can be measured
by locally counting the hardware clock ticks from detection of the
lead sender’s packet to the beginning of the co-sender’s transmission.
(c) Propagation Delay: This is the time of flight of the signal between the nodes. Given a transmitter-receiver pair, one can easily
obtain an estimate of the total round trip delay between the nodes by
having the sender send a probe and count the number of hardware
clock cycles till it gets a response from the receiver. The round trip
time elapsed between the transmission of the probe and the processing
of the response has multiple components as follows:4
3
Note that the contribution of detection offset to channel slope is different from
carrier frequency offset (CFO) and sampling offset (SFO) estimation. Specifically, the
contribution of detection offset to slope is constant across symbols, unlike CFO which
does not change the slope, but only shifts the intercept of the line in Fig. 5 from symbol to
symbol, and SFO which creates a relative slope between two consecutive symbols [15].
4
Eq. 2 assumes that the hardware turnaround delay at the transmitter is less than the
sum of propagation delays and hardware turnaround delay at the receiver. Note that we
can always ensure that this condition holds by adding a constant wait time at the receiver,
whose value is known to the transmitter. We drop this detail from the equation for clarity.

4.4

SourceSync’s Synchronization Protocol

We now describe SourceSync’s synchronization protocol, assuming
that all co-senders have computed their wait times. For clarity, we fo-
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Figure 8: Synchronization at two receivers. One-way delays are
shown. No choice of wait time allows perfect alignment at both
receivers.
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(b) Transmission by co-sender for the joint frame.

it simply uses data transmissions to continuously adjust wait times at
co-senders and keep transmitters synchronized.
Specifically, for each received joint frame, a SourceSync receiver
detects the start of the synchronization header, and computes the channels of the lead sender and the co-sender. It then measures the slopes
of both these channels, and translates the measured slopes to symbol
offsets using the technique described in §4.2. If the lead sender and
co-sender are perfectly synchronized, their symbol boundaries will
be aligned, and therefore their computed symbol offsets will also be
equal. Otherwise, the difference of the offsets corresponds exactly to
the misalignment between the senders. The receiver includes the measured misalignment in its ACK, and the co-sender uses this update to
appropriately change its wait time for the following transmission.
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Figure 6: Joint frame from the perspective of the senders. Symbols in solid blue are transmitted by the lead sender, symbols in dotted
red by the co-sender, and symbols in white reflect silence periods.
The co-sender hears the lead sender’s transmission after a delay of d1 ,
waits for SIFS−(d1 + ∆1 + h1 ) after processing the synchronization
header, followed by a wait of w1 , and then begins its transmission.
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Figure 7: Format of joint frame seen by the receiver.
cus on two concurrent senders. The extension to multiple concurrent
senders is straightforward.
The lead sender triggers the joint transmission by transmitting a
synchronization header. The header contains a standard preamble
for packet detection and channel estimation, followed by the lead
sender identifier, a flag indicating that this is a joint frame, and a
packet identifier (16-bit hash of the IP source address, IP destination
address, and the IP identifier). After transmitting the synchronization
header, the lead sender goes silent for a duration of SIFS to allow the
co-sender to switch from reception to transmission. The lead sender
stays silent for an additional duration of two symbols to allow the
co-sender to transmit its channel estimation symbols, and then begins
transmitting data. The co-sender, on its part, starts by listening on the
medium. Once it receives the synchronization header, it continues
listening till it has received the packet identifier and then switches
from reception to transmission mode. The co-sender then waits
for its wait time, w1 , computed as above, and transmits its channel
estimation symbols, followed immediately by data. Figs. 6(a) and (b)
show the transmission timeline of the joint frame from the perspective
of the lead sender and co-sender respectively. As a result of this
procedure, the receiver sees a single joint frame as shown in Fig. 7.
Two points are worth noting.

4.6

So far, we have focused only on synchronization at a single receiver.
However, applications such as opportunistic routing would benefit
from synchronization at multiple receivers.
In contrast to synchronization at a single receiver, where an appropriate choice of wait times at co-senders can achieve perfect alignment at the receiver, propagation delays may prevent us from achieving perfect synchronization simultaneously at multiple receivers. Consider the senders in Fig. 8 with one-way delays as shown. To synchronize at Rx1, the co-sender has to start data transmission before the
lead sender. But to synchronize at Rx2, the co-sender has to start data
transmission after the lead sender. Thus, it is not always feasible to
synchronize senders simultaneously at multiple receivers. However,
one can still leverage sender diversity gains from joint transmissions
by increasing the CP to account for the residual misalignment. The
objective of SourceSync in this case is to pick wait times at co-senders
so as to minimize the maximum misalignment at all receivers.
SourceSync formulates this problem as a linear program that estimates the optimal wait time, wi , for co-sender i. Define tij as the
one-way delay from co-sender i to receiver j , and Tj as the one-way
delay from the lead sender to receiver j . These values are estimated as
in the single-receiver case described in §4.2. The pair-wise misalignment at receiver k of co-sender i with the lead sender can be written
as |(wi + tik ) − Tk |, and similarly the pair-wise misalignment with
another co-sender j can be written as |(wi + tik ) − (wj + tjk )|. The
linear program then chooses the wi ’s so as to minimize the maximum
pair-wise misalignment across the lead sender and all co-senders.
This optimization is a linear program, and can be solved efficiently,
especially since the number of co-senders and receivers is usually
small, say, < 5. Note that to determine the potential receivers to
synchronize at, we use the ETX metric as described in §7.2.
The lead sender performs this optimization and computes the necessary increase in CP as the maximum misalignment across all senders.
In order to ensure that all senders in a joint transmission are synchronized throughout the joint frame, it communicates the new CP to
co-senders as a field in the synchronization header. Co-senders use
this increased CP for the concurrently transmitted data symbols.

• SourceSync extends directly to more than two senders. In this case,
after sending the synchronization header, the lead sender stays
silent for the duration of a SIFS to allow all co-senders to switch,
followed by two channel estimation symbols for each co-sender.
• The overhead of synchronization is low. In particular, it consists of
a SIFS for switching and wait time, and 2 symbols per co-sender
channel estimation. For example, in the case of 802.11 using 1460
byte packets, and 12 Mbps transmission rate, the overhead is 1.7%
for two concurrent senders, and 2.8% for five concurrent senders.

4.5

Synchronization at Multiple Receivers

Delay Tracking and Mobility

The algorithm described so far ensures that senders can transmit
synchronized with each other. But what happens when nodes move?
It might seem that the changes in propagation delays resulting from
node mobility will necessitate constant probe-response exchanges
to recompute these delays, and maintain synchronization. However,
SourceSync can deal with mobility without additional probes. Instead,
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Joint Channel Estimation

Now that senders are synchronized, the next step is to decode the joint
frame at each receiver.We focus on a single OFDM subcarrier since
OFDM subcarriers can be decoded independently. For simplicity of
exposition, we consider two concurrent senders for the rest of this
section. Our technique generalizes to multiple concurrent senders.
Say the two senders are already synchronized, and they both transmit the same symbol xi in subcarrier i. After the FFT, the receiver
receives a symbol yi in subcarrier i, which is related to the transmitted symbol xi as yi = Hi xi + n, where Hi is the composite channel
experienced by xi and n is noise. If the receiver knows the composite
yi
.
channel Hi , it can extract xi from its received signal as xi = H
i
The composite channel, however, is affected by two factors. The
first is the individual channels traversed by symbol xi from each of
the senders. The second factor is that each sender has a different
oscillator crystal. It is unlikely that different crystals have exactly
the same carrier frequency [24], and therefore, each sender has a
different frequency offset with respect to the receiver. Hence, the
composite channel can be written as:

As stated earlier, even when the senders correct for the frequency
offset, there is always a residual frequency error that, over time,
causes the channel from each sender to rotate relative to the other.
Further, the initial phase of the channel for the two senders at the
beginning of a joint frame is random. The consequence of these
two behaviors is that the signals from the concurrent senders can
combine constructively or destructively depending on the random
initial phase and the rotation of the two channels, and the senders
cannot know how the signals are going to combine a priori. Thus, if
the two senders naively send the same signal, some unlucky symbols
will observe a deeply faded channel due to destructive combining and
the receiver will be unable to decode those symbols.
Let us consider a scenario where the channels from the two senders
happen to cancel each other, i.e., Hi,1 = −Hi,2 . In this case, if the
transmitters sent the same data symbol, xi , the receiver receives
Hi,1 xi + Hi,2 xi , which equals 0. Of course, one way to address the
problem would be for one transmitter to transmit xi and the other to
transmit −xi . This transformation would transform the destructive
composite channel to a channel where the two signals reinforce each
other at the receiver. But such a strategy does not always work; if the
channels were originally aligned with each other, sending xi and −xi
would result in a 0 signal at the receiver, transforming the constructive
channel into a destructive one! Since the transmitters cannot track
the individual channels and their phases ahead of transmission, they
need a coding strategy that will provide high throughput irrespective
of the relative orientations and magnitudes of the channels.
SourceSync addresses this issue by leveraging space time block
codes [39] that cleverly code data across symbols to eliminate deep
fades due to destructive combination of signals. Specifically, in the
case of two senders, SourceSync uses the Alamouti code [2], which
is known to provide the optimal throughput in such a scenario, and
has low encoding and decoding complexity. In the case of more than
two senders, SourceSync uses a quasi-orthogonal space-time block
code [16] that is a simple extension of the Alamouti coding scheme,
and retains its simplicity of encoding and decoding. Given a sequence
of data symbols, a SourceSync lead sender uses codeword 1 from
the replicated Alamouti codebook specified by [16], and co-sender
i uses the (i + 1)th codeword from this codebook. This sequence
of codewords also has the property that the receiver can decode the
received frame even if only a subset of intended senders participate
in the concurrent transmission. Note that a receiver can determine
whether an intended co-sender participates in a transmission based on
the presence of energy in the time slots corresponding to the channel
estimation symbols of that co-sender.

Hi (t) = Hi,1 e j 2π∆f1 t + Hi,2 e j 2π∆f2 t
where Hi (t) is the composite channel in subcarrier i at time t, Hi,j
are the individual channels in subcarrier i from sender j , (j = 1, 2),
and ∆fj is the frequency offset of sender j relative to the receiver.5
Since different senders have different frequency offsets, the two
components of the composite channel will keep rotating relative
to each other. SourceSync addresses this issue by leveraging the
observation that the frequency offset is relatively stable over long
periods of time. Therefore it can be computed at the same time as the
initial pair-wise propagation delay estimation and communicated to
each sender, which can then correct for the offset before transmitting
by multiplying its transmitted symbol at time t by e −j 2π∆fi t .
Once the transmitter corrects the offset, the receiver can estimate
each sender’s channel by using the corresponding channel estimation
symbols in the joint frame. It can then add the individual channels to
estimate the combined channel.
However, this is not sufficient. One can never correct completely
for the frequency offset because, even if the estimate is relatively accurate, a small residual error in frequency accumulates over time leading
to large phase errors and unrecoverable decoding errors throughout
the packet. This is why, even for a single sender-receiver pair, OFDM
decoders have to perform phase tracking to correct for residual errors
in frequency offset throughout the packet. SourceSync performs
phase tracking for the same reason. The difference, however, is that
it has to perform independent phase tracking for each of the senders.
To do so, we augment the traditional OFDM algorithm for phase
tracking. Specifically, OFDM allocates some subcarriers known as pilots in every data symbol for phase tracking. The exact algorithm for
phase tracking is in [15], but the important point here is that the algorithm is designed to correct the residual frequency offset from a single
sender. Hence, this algorithm cannot work as such for concurrent
senders, since each sender has a different residual frequency offset.
We address this issue by sharing the pilots between the concurrent
senders across symbols. This is feasible since senders are synchronized and have a common understanding of symbol boundaries. For
example, the lead sender can use pilot subcarriers in odd symbols,
and the co-sender can use pilot subcarriers in even symbols. The
receiver now maintains two residual frequency offset estimates which
it applies to the individual channels of the corresponding senders
before summing them to compute the composite channel.
5

Smart Combiner

7

Using SourceSync to harness sender diversity

Now that we have described the components of SourceSync, we
explain how SourceSync can be used to harness sender diversity for
opportunistic routing and wireless LANs. As we do so, we also
explain how SourceSync integrates with the MAC for both scenarios.

7.1

Combining SourceSync with Last Hop Diversity

Consider a client that is in the neighborhood of multiple APs, but has
poor connectivity to them. Uplink receiver diversity schemes like
MRD, SOFT, and Link-Alike [25, 17, 44] exploit the fact that, while
a transmitted packet has low probability of being received correctly
by a specific AP, it is likely to be received by at least one AP, and
all such APs can combine received packets or bits over the wired

The frequency offset is normalized in units of the subcarrier width.
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Figure 10: SourceSync with Opportunistic Routing. SourceSync
exploits the fact that many relays hear a packet to improve throughput.

Figure 9: SourceSync for the last hop. SourceSync can harness
sender diversity using concurrent transmissions from many APs.

7.2
network. SourceSync complements these schemes by enabling sender
diversity on the downlink, i.e., instead of a client receiving packets
from only one AP at a time, multiple neighboring APs can transmit
simultaneously to the client and increase downlink reliability.
SourceSync exploits last-hop diversity using the architecture
shown in Fig. 9. We leverage the high bandwidth of the wired network connecting the access points. A SourceSync controller resides
on the wired network, and uses it to forward packets arriving from the
wired uplink to all the APs in a neighborhood. This enables multiple
APs to transmit the same data to a wireless client. Further, the APs
have a static ordering that decides which codeword of the space-time
block they will utilize for their transmission.

Combining SourceSync with Opportunistic Routing

In this section, we show how to extend opportunistic routing, particularly ExOR [4], to exploit sender diversity. Opportunistic routing
has been proposed to deal with lossy links in wireless mesh networks.
Consider the example in Fig. 10. Since all links have a loss rate of
0.5, a traditional single-path routing protocol will require an average
of two transmissions to deliver a packet from the source to its nexthop
router. However, when a source broadcasts its packet, the probability
that at least one of these routers will receive it is 1 − (0.5)3 , and
hence the expected number of transmissions to deliver a packet is
reduced to 1.14. Opportunistic routing protocols exploit this property
to decrease loss rates and increase mesh throughput.
However, the same property means that, half the time, multiple
routers will receive the packet from the source. Further, the probability of such an event, i.e., multiple routers hearing the same packet
increases with the size and density of the network. Existing protocols
cannot exploit this property. In contrast, SourceSync can leverage
the fact that multiple routers in a mesh overhear the same packet to
have these routers transmit the packet simultaneously towards the
destination. This form of cooperative forwarding increases the effective transmission power, enabling the packet to make longer jumps
towards its destination. Additionally, since the channels from the
concurrent transmitters to a downstream node router are unlikely to
experience simultaneous deep fading, overall loss rate is reduced.
In the rest of this section, we will describe how to integrate
SourceSync with ExOR to provide an opportunistic routing protocol that exploits both sender diversity and receiver diversity. At a
high level, ExOR works as follows. Given the link loss probabilities,
ExOR computes the ETX metric [8] of each link, and then arranges
the nodes in decreasing order of ETX distance from the destination.
ExOR is designed for bulk transport. The source operates in batches,
and starts by broadcasting all packets in the batch. Any node that
overhears the packet can potentially forward it towards its destination. ExOR has a priority scheduler that ensures that each packet is
forwarded by the node closest to the destination that has the packet.
We refer the reader to [4] for the details of the scheduling algorithm.

MAC and Association: When a client first joins the wireless network, it associates with multiple, say K , APs in its neighborhood,
where K is a tunable parameter. One of these APs, say the one with
the best link to the client, is chosen as the lead AP for this client and
this information is disseminated to all other APs. All the APs estimate the propagation delays to their associated client. Additionally,
the APs can offline estimate their hardware turnaround delays and
propagation delays to each other. Each AP then uses this information
to calculate its delay compensation, as described in §4.4.
The APs use a contention-based MAC similar to 802.11. The only
difference is that when there is a downlink packet destined to a client,
only the lead AP contends for the medium. Once the lead AP acquires
the medium, it transmits its synchronization header followed by the
data. Upon hearing the synchronization header, all other APs join the
transmission as described in §4.4.
Similarly to 802.11, a client acknowledges successful receptions.
Note that since the ACK is on the uplink, APs can use standard receiver diversity techniques like SOFT [44] or MRD [25] to increase
the reliability of ACK reception. Received ACKs are communicated
to the lead AP over the wired network. The lead AP initiates retransmissions when it does not receive an ACK, and these retransmissions
are joined by the other APs, similarly to the original transmission.
Rate Adaptation: The APs coordinate rate adaptation since all simultaneously transmitted packets must have the same set of data
symbols. Rate adaptation in SourceSync is controlled by the lead AP.
Specifically, the lead AP runs a standard rate adaptation algorithm
such as SampleRate, RRAA or SoftRate [3, 43, 41] which makes rate
decisions based on the feedback from the receiver (acknowledgment,
soft rate hint etc.). The lead AP then includes the chosen rate for the
packet in the synchronization header when it initiates transmission.
Other APs use this information to pick the right transmission rate.
Note that, since SourceSync can leverage power and diversity gains
across APs, the combined transmission across APs might be able to
use a rate that cannot be used by any individual transmissions.

MAC: SourceSync retains ExOR’s MAC and extends it to allow simultaneous transmission from multiple forwarders. Similar to ExOR,
the potential forwarders for a transmission are determined based on
ETX measurements, and included in the packet header of a transmission. However, unlike ExOR, SourceSync ensures that when an
ExOR forwarder transmits a packet, other nearby forwarders who
happen to have overheard this packet join the transmission. This
is similar to how neighboring APs join the transmission of a lead
AP to provide lasthop diversity as described in §7.1. There is one
key difference, however. Unlike in the last-hop scenario where AP
transmissions need to be aligned at one receiver, in opportunistic
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routing, transmissions from multiple forwarders need to be aligned
at multiple receivers. Hence, SourceSync uses the SLS described
in §4 to determine both the wait compensation at the forwarders,
and the minimum necessary increase in the CP to compensate for
misalignment between the receivers. This computation requires forwarders to know the delay differences between various nodes in their
neighborhood, and the set of concurrent forwarders and potential
receivers for each transmission.
SourceSync computes the delay differences between nodes by
running periodic measurements, similar to existing loss rate measurements by mesh routing protocols. SourceSync however does not
need to perform delay measurements between all node pairs. A node
needs to compute delay differences only to nodes that are potential
co-forwarders or potential nexthops. The size of this set dictates
the measurement overhead. So, in SourceSync, only nodes that are
connected by links with loss probability below a threshold perform
pairwise delay measurements. Further, SourceSync leverages data
packets from concurrent forwarders to keep updating its estimates of
delay differences as described in §4.5.

Figure 11: Testbed map. Node locations are highlighted.
to evaluate last-hop and opportunistic diversity, we also implement
the following additional components:
(a) SampleRate: We implement SampleRate in our driver, using
MadWifi as a reference. We modify SampleRate for SourceSync
last-hop diversity to perform rate adaptation only on the lead AP.

What happens when all forwarders do not hear a transmission?
It is likely that not all forwarders selected during the measurement
phase hear all of their intended transmissions. Exchanging information for every packet about exactly which forwarders heard that
packet in order to determine the increase in CP, as well as the transmission codeword and wait time to be used by each forwarder will
introduce high overhead. SourceSync eliminates the need for such
exchanges by leveraging the measurement phase to pick the required
wait time and additional CP assuming all forwarders hear a transmission, and also determines the ordering (and therefore codeword) of
the forwarders. After this assignment, whenever the lead forwarder
transmits, other forwarders hear the synchronization header, which
contains the additional CP and identifier of the packet to the transmitted. If a node is in the set of co-forwarders and has the transmitted
packet, it joins the transmission using the appropriate wait-time compensation. The node also knows exactly which codeword to use for
its transmission based on the precomputed ordering of co-forwarders.
For example, say the lead forwarder is node i, and the size of the
co-forwarder set is k . The lead forwarder then uses the first codeword,
node i − 1 uses the second codeword, and so on. Of course, not all
nodes in the set of potential co-forwarders might hear the packet,
or the transmission of the lead forwarder. Note that this does not
affect the correctness of SourceSync; a receiver can still decode the
concurrent transmission, and garner the benefits of sender diversity
from co-forwarders that actually join the transmission.

8

(b) ExOR: We use the reference ExOR code and implement a simplified version for our topology, including ETX measurement, forwarder
computation, and a priority scheduler.
We evaluate SourceSync in an indoor testbed. Fig. 11 shows the
node locations in the experimental environment, which exhibits high
diversity due to the presence of walls, metal cabinets, desks, and
various combinations of line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight configurations. The exact evaluation methodology and topologies used for
each experiment are described below.

8.1

Symbol Level Synchronization

In this section, we show that SourceSync can provide tight symbol level synchronization across nodes, and that without such tight
synchronization the system may suffer significant reduction in SNR.
8.1.1

SourceSync provides tight synchronization

First, we investigate whether SourceSync provides accurate symbollevel synchronization across transmitters.
Method. In this experiment, we place a pair of SourceSync
nodes acting as lead sender and co-sender, and one node acting
as a SourceSync receiver at three randomly chosen locations in our
testbed. We synchronize the two transmitters at the receiver using
SourceSync, as described in §4.4 and §4.5. Next, we want to measure
the resulting synchronization error (i.e., the time difference between
transmitters’ symbol boundaries). Recall, however, that SourceSync
works by measuring synchronization errors and feeding them back
to the transmitters in the ACK so they can synchronize their next
transmissions, as explained in §4.5. Thus, to measure SourceSync’s
synchronization error, we need an algorithm that is more accurate
than SourceSync in measuring synchronization errors. How do we
find such an algorithm? And if such an accurate algorithm exists,
why don’t we use it in SourceSync?
We can obtain such a highly accurate algorithm if we incur very
large overhead. Specifically, instead of computing synchronization
errors using only a few symbols at the beginning of each packet, as
in SourceSync, we can replace all the data in the packet with known
symbols and use the full packet to compute synchronization errors. A
SourceSync packet starts with an initial header consisting of the lead
sender’s synchronization header followed by the co-sender’s channel estimation symbols, after which the two senders jointly transmit
their data. The regular SourceSync algorithm obtains an estimate

Performance

We have implemented a prototype of SourceSync in FPGA using the
WiGLAN radio platform [10] and evaluated it in a wireless testbed.
(a) Hardware: The radio board of our transceiver platform connects
to the PC via the PCI bus, and acts like a regular network card. The
radio operates in the 802.11a spectrum, has a maximum operating
bandwidth of 128 MHz and a symbol time of 1 µs. We configure the
radio to use 20 MHz of bandwidth, which is the bandwidth of 802.11
channels. The FPGA is clocked at 128 MHz, and the implementation
supports standard 802.11 transmit and receive chains.
(b) Implemented Infrastructure: We implement the components
of SourceSync and an infrastructure to evaluate it for last-hop diversity and opportunistic routing. Since symbol-level synchronization
requires fine-grained sample level timing, we implement SourceSync
in the FPGA, using a combination of Verilog and Simulink. In order
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The need for accurate synchronization

SourceSync’s compensates for delays at senders to synchronize symbols at the receiver, and so that the multipath tolerance of the joint
transmission is as good as with a single transmitter. In this section,
we evaluate the consequences of loose vs. tight synchronization.
Method. We place two transmitters and the receiver in a random
line-of-sight configuration in our testbed. We label one transmitter
a lead sender, and the other a co-sender. Both transmitters have
identical hardware, and hence the same hardware turnaround delay.
The only difference in delays between the transmitters is due to
propagation. We compare two schemes: a baseline scheme where
the lead sender transmits a synchronization header, and the co-sender
joins the transmission without compensating for delay differences,
and SourceSync’s symbol level synchronization scheme where the
co-sender joins the transmission after an appropriate wait time as
described in §4.4. For both schemes, we calculate the average receiver
SNR of a joint transmission, and perform this calculation for various
values of the cyclic prefix (CP).
Results. Fig. 13 plots the SNR of the joint transmission as a
function of CP, for SourceSync, and for the baseline. We see that
SourceSync requires a far lower CP to achieve the peak SNR of
the combined transmission, in comparison with the baseline. In
particular, SourceSync requires only a CP of 117 ns (15 samples in
our system) to achieve an SNR within 95% of the maximum, whereas
the baseline requires a CP of 469 ns (60 samples in our system).
Two points are worth noting. First, even when the transmitters have
identical turnaround times, the baseline increases the required CP
by 352 ns (45 samples) over what is required by SourceSync. By
compensating for delay differences, SourceSync can operate with a
much smaller CP, thus significantly increasing the benefits of sender
diversity. Second, the baseline has no mechanism to identify the
required increase in CP. Without this knowledge, one may pick a
CP that is too small, in which case the communication system stops
working. To prevent this scenario from occurring, one cannot simply
set the CP to 469 ns since this value may not work for a different
set of senders and receivers. One has to pick a conservative CP that
works for any network, and hence incur a large overhead.
Finally, it might seem that SourceSync’s SNR decreases at a CP
lower than 15 samples due to residual synchronization error. However,
this is not the case. The SNR reduction is due to the multipath delays
in the channel. One can see this by looking at the time domain
representation of the channel from one of the transmitters. Fig. 14
shows the magnitude of the time domain channel as a function of
tap index. We see that the channel has around 15 significant taps.
Reducing the CP below 15 samples causes symbols to leak into each
other, and hence reduces the maximum achievable SNR of the system.
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Figure 14: Delay spread of a single sender. The OFDM channel in
the time domain has 15 significant taps, which corresponds to the CP
length required with synchronization.
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Figure 12: 95th percentile synchronization error. SourceSync
ensures that the synchronization error is less than 20 ns across the
operational range of 802.11 SNRs.
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Figure 13: CP reduction with SourceSync. SourceSync enables
concurrent transmissions to achieve high SNR with a significantly
lower CP than an unsynchronized baseline that does not compensate
for delay differences.

of the synchronization error using only the lead sender’s synchronization header and the co-sender’s channel estimation symbols, as
described in §4.4 and §4.5. The error estimation algorithm, on the
other hand, replaces the data in each packet with 200 repetitions of
the initial header (i.e., the lead sender’s synchronization header and
the co-sender channel estimation symbols). Since the synchronization error does not change within a packet, the new algorithm can
obtain 200 estimates of the synchronization error for each estimate
of SourceSync. By taking the average of these 200 estimates, the
new algorithm dramatically reduces the estimation noise, and hence
obtains an almost error free estimate of synchronization error for
that packet. Such an algorithm is fine to evaluate the extent of synchronization error, but its overhead precludes its use in a practical
system. For every set of locations, we transmit 2000 such packets and
measure the average SNR from the two transmitters, as well as the
transmitters’ synchronization errors using both SourceSync and the
new algorithm. We consider the new algorithm as the ground truth
and compute SourceSync’s synchronization errors with respect to the
new algorithm. We repeat the experiment with multiple randomly
chosen location triplets in our testbed.
Results. Fig. 12 shows the synchronization error between the
two transmitters when using SourceSync, as a function of the average SNR. The graph shows that SourceSync’s synchronization
algorithm is robust across a wide range of SNRs. Specifically, the
95th percentile of the synchronization error is less than 20 ns for the
operational range of 802.11 SNRs. Thus, SourceSync’s estimates can
be used to perform highly accurate symbol level synchronization.
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Figure 17: SourceSync at the last hop. The red dotted line is the
CDF of throughput using selective diversity (i.e. single best AP). The
blue solid line is the CDF of throughput using sender diversity across
both APs with SourceSync. The CDFs show that sender diversity
produces a median gain of 1.57× over selective diversity.

Power and Diversity Gains

As explained earlier, allowing multiple senders to transmit simultaneously provides both power gains from the addition of the senders’
powers, and frequency diversity gains because it is unlikely that the
same frequency experiences a fade from all senders to the receiver. In
this section, we verify that SourceSync actually provides these gains.
Method. We place the receiver and two transmitters at various
random locations in our testbed. For each set of locations, we measure
the average SNR across subcarriers, as well as the SNR per subcarrier
when each sender transmits separately, and when the two senders
transmit in combination using SourceSync. We group the locations
into three categories based on the SNRs of the senders transmitting
separately: low (<6dB), medium (6–12dB), and high (>12dB).
Results. Fig. 15 plots the average SNR across subcarriers, both
for senders transmitting separately, and for joint transmission using
SourceSync. As we can see, SourceSync improves the average SNR
by 2–3 dB for all SNR ranges. The increase in SNR is due to the
addition of power from both senders to the receiver. In particular,
simultaneous transmission from two senders whose signals arrive at
the receiver with equal power results in an SNR increase of 3 dB.
To understand the gains further, we plot the SNR per subcarrier for
all three SNR ranges. We see from Figs. 16(a)-(c) that SourceSync not
only improves the average SNR, but has a flatter SNR profile than that
of either sender transmitting separately. This shows that SourceSync
is able to exploit sender diversity on a per-subcarrier basis. These
gains are due to SourceSync’s smart combiner (§6) that uses space
time block codes at a subcarrier granularity to enable signals from
multiple transmitters to combine constructively. The flatter SNR
profile is important in channels like 802.11, which exhibit frequency
selective fading and different SNRs across subcarriers. Since it is
unlikely that both senders will simultaneously experience a fade in
the same subcarrier, SourceSync has a flatter SNR curve. 802.11
convolutional codes can be affected by even a few bad subcarriers,
and hence, a flatter profile allows the system to achieve significantly
higher bitrates with SourceSync than without SourceSync.
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configuration, as well as the throughputs when leveraging diversity
across APs using SourceSync. As can be seen, SourceSync provides
benefits over selective diversity (i.e. using the single best AP) at all
client throughputs, with a median throughput gain of 1.57×.

8.4

Opportunistic Routing with SourceSync

We evaluate the gains of SourceSync with opportunistic routing.
Method. We create a five node topology as follows. We place two
nodes, acting as source and destination, at random locations in our
testbed. For each choice of source and destination, we place nodes
acting as relays in three other random locations between the source
and destination location. We measure pairwise loss rates between
the nodes, compute the ETX metric for each link, and evaluate three
schemes: (a) a single path routing scheme that picks the best relay
to route the packets from source to destination, (b) ExOR, which
opportunistically uses any of the three relays as forwarders, and
(c) a combination of ExOR and SourceSync which also exploits
sender diversity to forward from relays to the destination. Since rate
adaptation for opportunistic routing protocols is still an open area,
we configure the entire network to run at 6 Mbps, and at 12 Mbps,
and pick the configuration that provides the highest throughput. We
repeat the experiment for 20 different topologies at each rate.
Results. Figs. 18(a) and (b) show the CDF of the throughputs
with single-path routing, ExOR, and the combination of ExOR and
SourceSync. As would be expected, ExOR can harness gains from
receiver diversity from the source to the relays, and provide a median
throughput gain of 1.26–1.4× over single path routing. SourceSync
can provide additional gains of 1.35–1.45× over the receiver diversity in ExOR by exploiting sender diversity from the relays to the
destination. Further, SourceSync and ExOR work in tandem and
provide a median throughput gain of 1.7–2× over single path routing.

Last Hop Diversity

9

We now examine the gains from using SourceSync in a last-hop
scenario to harness sender diversity gains.
Method. We place the two transmitters, acting as APs, and the
receiver, acting as a client, in random testbed locations. For each set
of positions, we compute the throughput with each AP acting alone,
as well as the throughput of the combined system with SourceSync,
using SampleRate [3] for rate adaptation. We repeat the experiment
with different sets of random locations.
Results. Fig. 17 shows the CDF of the throughputs obtained
for each set of positions using the best AP for the client in that

Conclusion

This paper introduces SourceSync, a distributed wireless architecture
that exploits sender diversity and demonstrates its practicality via
implementation and testbed evaluation. It integrates sender diversity
with last-hop diversity and opportunistic routing, showing that this
synergy can significantly improve throughput.
We believe that SourceSync has wider implications for wireless
design than explored here. Techniques such as distributed beamforming [34] and lattice codes [28] promise significant throughput
improvements in theory. However, these techniques have hitherto not
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Figure 16: Frequency diversity gains. SourceSync improves the SNR in each sub-carrier and creates a flatter SNR profile.
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Figure 18: SourceSync with opportunistic routing. SourceSync together with ExOR provides gains both over ExOR alone, and over
traditional single path routing. The median gains are 1.26-1.4× over single path routing, and 1.35-1.45× over ExOR, depending on the bitrate.
been used in practice because they require some form of symbol synchronization. The synchronization mechanisms in this paper provide
a first step toward practical implementations of these techniques.
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